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namee from Guummaa (later called ‘Pauline Fathme’), who became a 
key figure for the first Protestant German Oromo mission. From 1855 
to 1927 the short biography of this pious young lady was reprinted 
several times, together with calls to open a mission in ‘Ormania’, as the 
Oromo regions were called by German missionaries.5

The consequences: An Oromo mission begins
The first one to try was Johann Ludwig Krapf, who was convinced that 
the Oromo were similar to the ancient Germanic tribes. He hoped, that 
a Christian reform movement could start with them and later encompass 
whole Africa, similar to Germany, from where Protestantism had origi-
nated. He constructed the idea of a unified country ‘Ormania’, as a new 
centre of Protestantism in analogy to ‘Germania’, where the Protestant 
reformation had been initiated three centuries before. Krapf started to 
translate the New Testament together with his assistant Barkii during 
his stay in Ankober in Shawa (1840), but could not finalize the work. 
Much later in 1866, after the establishment of a mission in Ethiopia and 
the Sudan, he could retake this work: His colleagues sent a former Oro-
mo slave, Ruufoo from Gombotaa in the kingdom of Guummaa, to the 
south German kingdom of Württemberg, whom they had purchased at 
the Ethiopian–Sudanese border town Metemma. In fact both were suc-
cessful in completing the New Testament’s translations, which were im-
mediately sent to Ethiopia after its first portions were printed in 1871.

After the failure to open an Oromo mission in Beni Shangul and 
Gubbe in 1867, in 1871 the missionary Johannes Mayer got the permis-

Oromo–German relations: First steps
A crucial period for the creation of the traditional and special relation-
ship between Germans and the Oromo were the 1840s, when many 
Oromo areas were still located outside the traditional Ethiopian state. 
Two parallel undertakings of two South Germans – Tutschek and 
Krapf – led to a permanent public interest in Germany into these peo-
ple and to the establishment of the first serious Oromo Studies.

The first was the young Bavarian Karl Tutschek2, who was nomi-
nated teacher of several Africans, freed slaves, who were brought to 
Germany by south German nobles – and a few of them were Oromo 
from different Oromo states. Learning to speak their language from 
them, he wrote the first existing Oromo dictionary and grammar (pub-
lished in 1844 and 1845). Particularly important for research history 
were Akkafedhee (also known as ‘Osman’) and Amaan (also called 
‘Karl Habasch’),3 whose letters in German and Oromo and records of 
oral traditions of 1840 are important witnesses for Oromo culture and 
history. This extraordinary cultural encounter is to be seen in the con-
text of the traditional interest of German courts for ‘curiosities’ and 
their wish for the accumulation of entertaining and ‘instructive’ knowl-
edge about the world. It was in fact mainly through nobles, that several 
Oromo were freed and later brought to German states in that period. 
The prince Pückler-Muskau, an adventurer at the court of Muham-
mad Ali of Egypt, purchased and later lived together with ‘Machbuba’ 
(Bilillee), a kidnapped Oromo.4 Also another noble traveller, John von 
Müller, brought a former Oromo slave from Egypt to Germany, Ga-
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Isenberg, Blumhardt and Krapf in the 1830s in Tigray and Shawa. Isen-
berg, however, caused disputes about questions of doctrine, following 
which the mission was closed down. An invitation of atsé Téwodros II 
to the mission to send craftsmen, in order to introduce European techni-
cal know-how, led to the re-opening of the mission in 1856. This mission 
was based on the idea that Christian craftsmen reading and preaching 
the Bible in their free time to their neighbours, co-workers, soldiers and 
eventually students would be better suited to the situation in Ethiopia 
than priests. Their aim was primarily the promotion of a reform of the 
Orthodox Church from within. German lay missionaries then founded 
a German artisans’ colony in Gefat, and also settled in Jenda among the 
Béte-Isra’él.8 Emperor Téwodros II even married two of his grand-nieces 
to the missionaries Theophil Waldmeier and Karl Saalmüller. They set 
up schools, at which even German was taught, as German letters written 
by Ethiopians show. The so-called ‘Falasha Mission’ there was directed 
by Martin Flad. Starting from 1865, however, Téwodros’ discontent 
with European politics resulted into the closure of the schools and the 
mission and the subsequent arrest of all Europeans. Most of them were 
Germans. This led to the 1867/68 British military intervention, under the 
leadership of General Napier from Bombay, which, as is well-known led 
to the assault of Meqdela and the suicide of atsé Téwodros II. After the 
end of the campaign, all Europeans were expelled by the British.

Ethiopian students in Germany starting from 1866
Several Ethiopian students were then brought to Jerusalem to stay at a 
German-directed school (‘Das Syrische Waisenhaus’). Later, a number 
of them continued their education in St. Chrischona near Basle and also 
in Württemberg (see Smidt 2004). Among the most prominent of these 
students was Mika’él Aregawi,9 who in 1873 continued the Béte-Isra’él 
mission in Ethiopia under the direction of Flad, who remained in Germa-
ny. Also another historical figure, the above-mentioned kentiba Gebru 
Desta, was a student of St. Chrischona. Starting from 1877 he was work-
ing as a German missionary. From the late 1880s he acted as a diplomat 
and administrator in Mïnilïk’s services, and after the establishment of the 
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Fig. 1: Oromo poem documented by Amaan 
in 1841

sion by nigus Mïnilïk to es-
tablish an Oromo mission 
in Shewa, Mïnilïk wishing 
the Christianisation of his 
Oromo subjects. Helped 
by other missionaries, 
including the German-
speaking Gobbaw Desta 
(the well-known diplo-
mat and intellectual later 
known as kentiba Gebru6), 
they could stay in their 
missionary station ‘Balli’ 
until 1886. This small 
Protestant Oromo settle-
ment was located nearby 
the Awash southeast of 
Finfinnee, as the Addis 
Ababa region was known 
at that time. Another Ger-
man Oromo mission was 
established again in 1927 
by the Hermannsburg 
Mission in Wollega.7 This 
was facilitated by the close 
relationship between the 
regent ras Teferi and the 
missionary family Flad.

Craftsmen and missionaries in Christian Ethiopia starting from 1855
Besides the Oromo, Christian Ethiopia itself and the ‘Jewish’ Béte-Isra’él 
attracted German missionaries. The British- and Swiss-funded Protestant 
mission in Ethiopia was mainly carried out by Germans, the first being 
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German Legation in Addis Ababa in 1905 as their official interpreter. 
The Ḥamasén priest qeshi Welde-Sillasé Kinfu, attended the theological 
courses at St. Chrischona in the 1870s. Then he worked on the Amhar-
ic Bible translation together with Krapf in southwestern Germany and 
was then in 1874 sent as a missionary to Tse`azzega in today’s Eritrea.10 
‘Scholarship programmes’ for Ethiopian students thus started very early, 
even if interrupted again after 1877. The first Ethiopian studying in Ger-
many in the early 20th century was the artist, poet and singer Tesemma 
Eshete, later an influential minister of the Ethiopian ruler lij Iyasu.

Ethiopians appear at German universities at a comparatively early 
stage. The first academic of Ethiopian origin, who studied in Germany, 
was Ingdashet, also known as Wilhelm Schimper junior, the son of the 
above-mentioned German immigrant to Tigray. After visiting theo-
logical courses in St. Chrischona in 1872–73, he studied at the Poly-
technicum at Karlsruhe until 1877. Later he worked as an engineer in 
Eritrea and then served, among others, as the interpreter of the schol-
arly important Deutsche Aksum-Expedition to Eritrea and Tigray 
in 1906, at the Legation and at the court of atsé Mïnilïk II in 1907.11 
When Germany formally established permanent diplomatic relations 
with Ethiopia in 1905, atsé Mïnilïk II also sent a university teacher to 
the Oriental Seminar at Berlin University, the Protestant aleqa Tayye 
Gebre-Maryam. His only student, Lorenz Jensen, later served as Ger-
man diplomat in Addis Abeba, Harer and Desé. He was then the only 
European diplomat residing at the court of nigus Mika’él and lij Iyasu 
in Desé. The Africanist chair of Hamburg University also employed 
Ethiopian lecturers already starting from the 1920s. 

The first Oromo research assistant and translator of the Bible, Ruufoo12

Ruufoo, the translator of the Holy Bible from the Oromo state of Gu-
ummaa, was part of the second generation of the few Oromo who lived 
in Germany in the nineteenth century (1866–1869). The first Oromo 
had begun arriving in Germany during the previous generation, and 
had stimulated important research on the language and culture of the 
Oromo. About 25 years had by now passed, and particularly German 

missionaries had been harbouring growing hopes for the Oromo to one 
day become a culturally and politically important people in the Horn 
of Africa (and even as far as central Africa), if only they converted to 
the Protestant faith. The life of Ruufoo is a product of these aspirations.

Ruufoo was born around the year 1849 in the village of Gombootaa 
in Guummaa, to the south of the Christian Ethiopian kingdoms (not 
yet united at the time), and to the east of the Muslim sultanates of the 
Sudan. The geographical position of the Oromo states of this region 
(known as the Gibe states) attracted numerous expeditions of slave 
hunters from the Sudan. Especially Guummaa, located in the west of 
the region, lost a considerable part of its population in this manner, as 
an efficient system of self-defence was non-existent. The commercial 
interests of the political élite of Guummaa – the king (mootii) himself 
was implicated in the slave trade – exacerbated this problem. In 1860 
or 1861, the then 11 or 12-year-old Ruufoo became a slave under these 
circumstances. Because his parents owed the king taxes, Ruufoo was 
taken away from them. According to him, mootii Onchoo (but in fact 
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Fig. 2: Oromo prayer from Hambo reproduced in a German newspaper in 
1846, in an article on the Oromo in Germany, reported by Akkafedhee 
to Tutschek
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his successor) decreed the sale of their son to Ethiopian slave traders. In 
the history of the greater Ethiopian region, and especially of its western 
parts, several cases are historically documented in which tax obliga-
tions were settled through the forcible enslavement and sale of chil-
dren. Ruufoo was taken to the western Ethiopian kingdom of Gojjam, 
where he worked as a domestic servant for a number of years. Once, 
however, he managed to escape, and found employment as a shepherd 
elsewhere. When he was finally recognised, he was returned to his pre-
vious owner. This was to crucially influence the direction his life was 
about to take, as his owner now opted to sell him into the Sudan (1865).

The slave market of Metemma (in the Sudanese province of Gallabat) 
was located on the Ethiopian-Sudanese border. Mostly young women 
and men from the peoples of the Oromo, Dinka, Berta, and others were 
sold here by Ethiopian and Arab traders. Ruufoo was by now around 
sixteen years of age and attracted the interest of a German mission-
ary, who purchased him for 80 Thalers, in order ‘to set him free’ and 
become a mission worker. Only a few years ago, a small Protestant 
mission, dispatched from Switzerland, had been established here: The 
Saint Paul’s Station of Metemma was being led by missionary Eipperle 
and his wife. It constituted the last missionary station on the so-called 
‘Street of the Apostles’, which traversed Ethiopia and the Sudan and 
thus connected the north via loosely affiliated missionary stations with 
Ethiopia. One goal of this project was the supply and expansion of the 
mission in Ethiopia, but also the establishment of local schools (espe-
cially for non-Muslim children and youths, often former slaves), and – 
where possible – of local missions. But where did the mission’s interest 
in Ruufoo originate? Krapf had never given up his hope to one day be 
able to continue and complete the translations, which he had started in 
1840 with his Oromo assistant Barkii in Ankober, as mentioned above. 
The establishment of the ‘Street of the Apostles’ and the granting of 
funds from the London committee gave his hopes new foundations, 
and Krapf thus sent a purchase order – quite exceptional even within 
the context of the period – to the missionary station of Saint Paul’s: 
they were to purchase an Oromo slave for him and send him to Würt-
temberg, where he was to translate the New Testament with Krapf.
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Fig. 3: Portrait of Amaan Gondaa, also known as ‘Karl Habasch’ or ‘Aman 
Almas’, ca 1840
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Ruufoo seemed to fulfil all the necessary requirements: he was young 
(and thus ‘malleable’), and spoke Oromo as well as Amharic and a little 
Arabic. Though the missionary Eipperle had difficulties communicating 
with him, he began giving him some basic lessons in Christianity, in ru-
dimentary Amharic (Eipperle) and bad Arabic (Ruufoo). In 1866, after a 
few months of lessons, the missionary Bühler departed from Metemma 
and took Ruufoo along with him to Egypt. Here, they met the well-
known missionary Martin Flad. Accompanied by his foster son Mika’él 
Aregawi (who according to his biography stemmed from a family of 
converted Beté Isra’él), Flad was on the way to England, where he was 
to negotiate with Queen Victoria on behalf of the Ethiopian King of 
Kings Téwodros II. Flad continued the journey to London, and Ruufoo 
and Aregawi, roughly of the same age, travelled together via Marseilles 
and Basel to Württemberg, home of Flad and Krapf.

Aregawi, who already spoke German, became a pupil at the institu-
tion for the salvation of children at Weinheim near Heidelberg. Ruufoo 
was taken to Krapf’s home in the pietistical settlement of Kornthal. 
While Krapf communicated with Ruufoo in Amharic, he also had a 
command of Oromo. He made Ruufoo take up the work on the New 
Testament immediately, but their cooperation was not free of conflict. 
Ruufoo seems to have complained that he was put to work, fulfilling 
several chores in the household, carrying water, etc., while the mission-
aries had claimed to have ‘freed’ him when buying him. Krapf retorted 
that he needed to reimburse him for his purchasing price (which in fact 
the London committee had paid) and for the travel costs by working – 
and threatened to sell him back into slavery if his resistance continued. 
In letters to missionary colleagues, Krapf pointed out that the head-
strong character of Ruufoo must be broken if he was to ever become a 
good and useful Christian. As a matter of fact, Ruufoo had until then 
not even been christened. He did, however, develop a certain passion 
for the Christian stories he heard in the religious classes he attended in 
Kornthal beside other subjects. The translation made progress in the 
meantime. Ruufoo revised the translations of the Gospel of John and 
the Gospel of Matthew by Krapf and Barkii (printed in 1874) and trans-
lated – based on the Amharic translation of the Holy Bible – the Acts 

of the Apostles, Paul’s Epistle to the Romans (printed in 1876) and the 
Gospel of Luke (printed in 1871). He even began working on the Old 
Testament, but his achievements did not outlast.

In the year 1867 Krapf became an interpreter in the service of the 
British-Indian Army, thus supporting the intervention against atsé Té-
wodros II. In this time, Ruufoo became a Geʿez assistant in the printing 
house at Saint Chrischona mission near Basel, near the German bor-
der, where the reprinting of Amharic Bibles was being prepared. After 
Krapf’s return he continued the translation work with him (1868), but 
Krapf aborted them in the following summer. The majority if not all 
of the New Testament had by now been translated. At the same time 
aleqa Zenneb, atsé Téwodros II’s former secretary, sent a translation 
of the New Testament from Tigray that he himself had written with 
the support of Oromo assistants and independently of Krapf. Unfor-
tunately, both Ruufoo’s and Zenneb’s manuscripts are not preserved 
today any more, but we know that Krapf used Ruufoo’s manuscript, 
written in Latin script, as a basis, and then created a new version writ-
ten entirely in the Geʿez script. Where Zenneb’s manuscript deviated, 
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Fig. 4: The St Chrischona hill with church, where the missionary students lived
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Krapf used brackets.
The Gospel of Luke was printed in 1871, and the change in script 

is quite meaningful historically: the first manuscripts in the Oromo 
language had all been written in the Latin script, thus starting a writ-
ing tradition, which re-appeared much later in the 20th century. In the 
meantime, however, nigus Mïnelïk of Shawa had proposed the open-
ing of an Oromo mission in his kingdom to the German missionaries 
Johannes Mayer and Friedrich Bender, who were waiting in Tigray, 
which now rendered the change in script sensible. Those few Oromo 

in Shewa who were literate used the Geʿez script, and to introduce a 
new script would have posed an additional challenge. The year 1871 
thus also marks a turning point in Oromo literary history. Previously, 
the missionaries had adhered to the general rule according to which all 
non-Christian peoples of Africa had received their own orthography in 
the Latin script. This rule was used in the case of the Oromo, too, a ma-
jority of whom at the time still lived outside of the Ethiopian empire. 
Mïnelïk’s interest in the Christianisation of his Oromo subjects by for-
eign missionaries led to this rule being done away with. Since then, a 
Geʿez orthography was being developed for the Oromo language.

Ruufoo himself was supposed to play an important role in this 
Oromo mission, but his life led him in a different direction. After the co-
operation with Krapf had been aborted, he became a pupil at Weinheim 
near Heidelberg, just like Aregawi. He became an important source –  
and thus an early research assistant – for a small pamphlet about the 
Oromo, written by headmaster Ledderhose,13 who was interested in 
the culture of the Oromo. His work is, however, just a minor contribu-
tion to Oromo research history, but this made Ruufoo also one of the 
first research assistants in the history of research on the Oromo. 

But Ruufoo asked to be allowed to continue his education at Saint 
Chrischona mission near Basel in the following year. He had long 
reached the appropriate age to become a pupil of the mission. Krapf, 
however, advised his missionary colleagues to not be fooled by Ruu-
foo’s friendly character, and to make his acceptance dependent on a 
stay in the agricultural ‘penitentiary’ of the mission: property of the 
farmer Christoffel in Riehen, who was known for his harsh treatment 
of mission pupils. To this advice Krapf added a comment according 
to which corporal punishment would surely help better the ‘selfish’ 
character of Ruufoo, which shows the mind-set of Krapf rather than 
the one of Ruufoo. Ruufoo became a farm hand, but soon fell ill in the 
winter and began to suffer from a lung condition. Around the turn of 
the year 1868/69 he was taken into the house of the mission’s founder 
Christian Friedrich Spittler in Basel, the so-called ‘Fälkli’ (today part 
of the natural history museum), where Spittler’s West African foster 
daughter Anjama cared for him.
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Fig. 5: Photo from the period around the Christian baptism of the Oromo Bible 
translator Ruufoo (sitting on the left) in May 1869, with the Tigrayan-
German missionary student Ingdashet alias Wilhelm Schimper in the 
centre and Mika’él Aregawi on the right, and other African missionary 
students of St Chrischona standing behind (from left: Samuel “of the 
White Nile”, David Cornelius of the “Gold Coast”, Abdala Dostum 
from Kordofan and a yet unidentified student)
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Finally, the Swiss missionaries let themselves be convinced of Ruu-
foo’s ‘inner conversion’ and accepted him into their educational insti-
tution, where he was taught in preparation of his christening. On 23 
May 1869, in an event which attracted great public interest among the 
population of Basel, he was christened at Saint Chrischona. During the 
ceremony he received German baptismal names. He was now called 
‘Christian Paulus Ludwig Rufo’, or Christian Rufo in short, Rufo thus 
becoming his German surname. The other names were given him after 
the most important events and persons in his life: Christian after the 
founder of the mission in Basle, Christian Spittler, Paulus (evoking the 
convert Paul, formerly Saul) after the mission of Saint Paul’s in Me-
temma, where he had been purchased and thus freed from slavery, and 
Ludwig after his exigent instructor Johann Ludwig Krapf.

A photograph exists of this day, showing him together with other 
African mission pupils, some of them stemming from Ethiopia like 
him. At the same time it was decided that Ruufoo ought to continue 
his missionary education in the warmer climes of Jerusalem soon, be-
fore the coming winter and immediately after the beginning of his edu-
cation in Saint Chrischona. A photograph from the summer of 1869 
shows him along with the newly accepted missionary pupils of Saint 
Chrischona, with whom he now spent the remainder of his time. He 
must have spoken about the Oromo at great lengths and impressed the 
other pupils with his accounts – around the time of his departure, one 
of the missionary pupils, Niels Petersen from northern Germany, de-
clared that he too wanted to travel and be among the Oromo as soon as 
possible. He was determined to suspend his education for the purpose 
of helping them and preaching among them. The mission’s leadership 
strongly advised him against his plan, and pleaded with him to not put 
his education at risk, but he remained steadfast and left nonetheless, 
following his friend Ruufoo. The group photograph shows the two of 
them together; what became of Petersen remains unknown.

Ruufoo himself left for Jerusalem in the autumn of 1869, towards the 
German-led Syrian orphanage. In his letters, however, he continues to la-
ment his ill health and, it seems, his solitude. In response to this Krapf 
suggested that he should become a missionary in the Oromo mission pre-
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Fig. 6: The ‘Fälkli’, Spittler’s house in the old town of Basle, where Ruufoo 
stayed in late 1868
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pared by groups in the Canton de Vaud in French-speaking Switzerland. 
This was to avoid him being enticed away by the Catholics, who were 
also interested in the Oromo. Not much is known about this phase of his 
education. In the following year, 1870, Ruufoo moved from Jerusalem to 
Cairo, into the house of the German pastor Stamm. In his letters, Ruufoo 
describes Cairo as a metropolis devoted to the mundane the ‘Kingdom 
of God is not as fast as a locomotive’, he adds in a letter. But he does not 
manage to realize his dream of returning to the Oromo and of seeing his 
parents again. In January 1871, aged 21 or 22, he dies from the ensuing 
complications of the pulmonary disease he had contracted back in Europe.

Several aspects of his biography are remarkable. Ruufoo made the 
dream of the creation of an Oromo Bible possible. The complete trans-
lation of the Holy Bible into the Oromo language, which was written 
a generation later by a pupil of the Swedish mission, Onesimos Nesib, 
was based on Ruufoo’s translation (Onesimos mentions having used it, 
but decided to rework the whole translation), as edited and published 
by Krapf. This makes Ruufoo – paradoxically not Christian himself 
while producing the translation – a pioneer of the later exceptionally 
successful Protestant mission among the Oromo. His New Testament 
was being widely circulated among the Shawan Oromo (1871–1886) by 
the mission, which now flourished for the first time. However, it also 
makes him a pioneer of the early Oromo literature. His translation of 
the Holy Bible is one of the earliest written examples of the Oromo 
language and hence an important part of the language’s history: as has 
been seen, the history of the script especially is an important chapter 
here. During Ruufoo’s lifetime, the Latin script, which had already 
been developed for the Oromo language, was being replaced with a 
Geʿez orthography, mainly for political reasons. The fate of Ruufoo 
can overall be seen as an especially striking illustration of the positive as 
well as the negative aspects of the mission’s relation to Ethiopia, which 
was built up on the first results of linguistic and cultural research on the 
Oromo, started by Tutschek, and continued by Krapf, Ledderhose and 
others. In a certain sense he was both a victim and an active proponent 
of the notion of a new role for the Oromo in the Horn of Africa.14
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been scared of being devoured by a monster. That fear turns my stom-
ach. Are you not scared? Are the niger seeds3

 
in your body giving you 

strength? I was quite terrified of being devoured by a monster. I left 
my country with some nourishment and I played with those who left 
with me. But we were always frightened. We were brought here with 
other slaves, [and as such] we don’t have the stamina to eat food. How 
can we eat when the flames in our stomach eat us from the inside out? 
We felt like we’ve lost a lot of weight. We could not sleep, we could not 
stay still, my feet were itching with anticipation, not knowing whether 
today or tomorrow is the day we depart this country. Walking on this 

1. Letter by Ochuu Agaa to Akkafedhee (document entitled ‘Aga Akafédef’, numbered ‘1’)

Annex:

Early Examples of Oromo Writing from the Tutschek Nachlass in Munich:  
Two Letters by the Oromo Ochuu Agaa and Akkafedhee from October 1840

The following two documents, translated for this publication by Eze-
kiel Gebissa,1 are examples from the early collections of Oromo texts, 
which date from the 1840s, kept in the personal papers (Nachlass) of 
Karl Tutschek in the Bavarian State Library of Munich.2 These letters 
are important accounts on the life situation of these two first informants 
on Oromo language and culture. They are among the first texts written 
in Oromo language and also mark the beginning of Oromo studies. But 
much more important than this, these two letters are important histori-
cal witnesses of the history of slavery in northeastern Africa and touch-
ing examples of what they had experienced after they were uprooted 
and how they had perceived what happened to them.

These two letters were followed by a number of other letters, many of 
which are still preserved in the same collection. Most letters have not 
been preserved in original, but in handwritten copies of that time, ex-
ecuted by Karl Tutschek, the teacher of the two Oromo, Ochuu Agaa 
and Akkafedhee. However, the first letter bears the original signature 
of Ochuu Agaa (inserted from the original letter). Some of them, such 
as the two reproduced here, have also been translated into German by 
Karl Tutschek, for his own language studies. Tutschek and his sponsors 
actively encouraged the exchange of views and experiences between the 
young Oromo in exile. Most letters are written in Oromo language, but 
also a few in German.

Peace, peace! Are you well? I had a plan to come but illness prevented 
me. Oh my friend, I cannot come now. If I am unable to come at all, 
I like you to come and visit me one day. In any event, how was your 
day today? What are you up to these days? How about these young 
people who are with you, brother? Are they helping you in any way? 
Dear brother, how is your health since you arrived in this country? 
Are the people of this country nice toward you? Do you feel comfort-
able in this country with all your heart? Personally, I like this country. 
But, my brother, I miss my sister a lot and feel quite depressed. Dear 
brother, I always remember that, since you left your country, you have 
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land had burned the sole of my feet. This crooked country is wicked, 
this twisted country is vicious. The first time since I came to that des-
titute place,4

 
I sleep well, I eat fine, and drink fine. Following the death 

of his bride, my master sold me to a well-known person.5 He is a fine 

gentleman, he gives me money. After a while, he passed me on to an-
other good man. Now I stay with this man. When you reply to this 
letter, I will send you another. I will send it to you in the hands of the 
person who taught me how to write.6 Stay well.

München, 19 October 1840
[Signature: ‘Oku Aaga Faraghk’]

Ochuu Agaa and Akkafedhee
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  Early Examples of Oromo Writing from the Tutschek Nachlass in Munich: Two Letters by the Oromo Ochuu Agaa and Akkafedhee from October 1840

2. Letter by Akkafedhee to Ochuu Agaa (document entitled ‘Akafede Agaf’, numbered ‘2’)

but never get to see them. The four of us talk about this all the time. 
Because you’re alone, you ruminate over how your mother and father 
are doing. Pray to God. May he be gracious toward you. Live in peace, 
until we meet again under happier circumstances.

München, 21 October 1840.

Endnotes
1 Professor at the Department of Liberal Studies, Kettering University, Flint, 

MI, USA. We thank Monika Firla for her information on these documents 
and her support. A critical translation and re-translation of all Oromo docu-
ments in this collection, to make them available to the wider public in Ethio-
pia and beyond, is an important desideratum.

2 Collection ‘Tutschekiana’, Nr. 28: Collection of letters (‘Hafuri kan Aga’f 
Akafede’f Amana’ti’). 

3 Noogii in Oromo. The writer means to ask ‘is the food you ate when your 
were young and back home giving you strength to withstand the pain of be-
ing homesick’.

4 This seems a reference to the place in northeastern Africa he arrived in after 
a new person purchased him, before leaving to Germany, where his life im-
proved according to his narrative (‘I sleep well’).

5 This shows, that despite the fact that the young man was officially consid-
ered free already, he himself perceived the continued master-relationship as 
a continuation of his former status as slave.

6 Evidently his teacher Karl Tutschek, whom he, in return, taught the Oromo 
language.

My dear brother, I say may all be pleasing to God for everything he 
has done for me today. He brought me to a nice place. Upon my de-
parture, I said to myself: ‘God snatched me away from the hands of my 
father and mother to punish me’. Oh no, it isn’t like that. He led me 
to a nice place. Oh my brother, don’t obsess anymore on the thought 
that you would be able to see your parents again. As they say, ‘butter 
that had fallen into fire never gets back’. Everyone leaves their mother 
and father and live with tears of longing. You’re not going to be united 
with your father and mother. You just have to persevere. Rather pray 
for them for God to provide them what they need to live well. If we 
continue to live in your kind of situation, even what we eat will not be 
nutritious to our bodies. We live in hope that what we do today will 
get us somewhere tomorrow. Just because you live in fear, you will not 
be able to flee this place in the middle of the night. When we are in the 
grips of fear, we are unable to think that we are on our way to some-
where more pleasant, somewhere we can sleep well at night. But God is 
gracious, he will send as in that direction. Who knows some day when 
you have grown up to go places on your own, your master will send 
you back to your country. Oh my brother, what would your mother 
say that day when you tell her: ‘The stranger that sold me (into slavery) 
took me to a land I never knew. There, someone took me home and 
raised me. When I grew up, he counseled me to go back and look for 
my mother and father’. That day, your siblings and kinfolk will come 
out in droves and welcome you. Here my friends and I always talk 
about how our mothers and fathers are doing. We just talk about them 
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Facsimile of the first letter by Agaa to Akkafedhee
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Facsimile of the first letter by Akkafedhee to Agaa

Early Examples of Oromo Writing from the Tutschek Nachlass in Munich: Two Letters by the Oromo Ochuu Agaa and Akkafedhee from October 1840




